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CORRESPONDENCE

The Time-Variable Lattice and Nonreciprocal RLC
Networks
Because the lattice network is of fundamental importance in
classical network design [I], page 251, [Z], page 338, one expects it
should ako be useful for time-variable synthesis. As this is indeed
the case Dl, we consider here some useful properties of the lattice
which extend to the time-variable ease. With a special choice of
lattice arms this allows us to extend the examples of 141 and [51
to include s, transformerless RLC nonreciprocal network. Likewise
this readily allows the synthesis in cascsde lattice form of a subclass
of passive voltage transfer functions.
Consider the 2n-port symmetric lattice shown embedded between
normalized sources and loads in Fig. 1; here N, denotes an n-port
with time-variable scattering matrix [GI s,(t, 7 ) and impedance
matrix z.(t, r ) , similarly far Ns;1, denotes n uncoupled unit resistors,
or, in matrix terms, the n X n identity. By direct calculation one
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-

where sn is the (2, 1) n x n submatrix of the scattering matrix
for any 2n-port in the lattice pantion. In particular, for the lattice
with
arms we find, from (3) and (4a),

v2 = & . e l

=

S~.V,

(4b)

ass, is ane.hsu the scattering matrix
.,, voltagetransfer
,I the cross arms, 3sr,in this case,
in Fig. 2,
~f we now consider the eascsdr? connection,
lattices with
arms (denoted by a superscript
then
and load at either
and using (3) and (4)(which show
a matoh at all ports) gives for the network of Fig. 2,
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where o denotes Trolterra composition 181, section 2, and

S,OS,=

[ %(tix)s,(x, T) dd~.
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(5b)
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finds the lattice described by the 2n X 2n impedance matrix z =
Z(t, T)
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Chseads of lattices with

we conclude that,

in contrast to the scalar time-invariant case,
the cascade of two or mare 2n-port time-variable lattices is generally
no longer another lattice. Nevertheless, (5) shows how certain
time-variable vollage transfer matrices can be synthesiaed.
From the above results and the present development of timevariable network synthesis we can give a, synthesis of voltage
transfer matrices if sa, specified by (4a), is passive 181, section 4,
and quasi-lossless, that is, sa satisfies [3]

s;,,os~,
where 0, is t h e n X n zero matrix. Since z is of the form z = TziT,
with
denoting the transpose and T orthogonal, z can be also
realized by terminating an orthogonal transformer of turns ratio
matrix T by a load of impedance matrix 28, where

-

As a consequence 171, page 11, s = TS,T is an expression for the
scattering matrix of the lattice, which must then take the same
form as z

dud arms.

where a =

-

(64

= 61.

is the unit impulse

s;,.(t, 7) = A(t)6(t - T) - ~(t)%(.i)u(t
- T)
(6~)
with u the unit step function and A, rh, and I I ~n X n, n X 7, and
n X r matrices, respectively, of infinitely lfferentiable entries.
Equation (Gb) states that the network is described by differential
equations, while (Gn) states that the network, being passive, is
nondissipative. When szl is passive and quasi-lossless, it can be
faotared into the product af (real) first-degree quasi-lossless passive
Sir

S*, =

If the lattice arms are dual, that is,

s, =

-ss, then

.

Using to denote composition [8], seotion 2, we directly calculate
for Fig. 1
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for which each si can be realized using one unit inductor or capacitor
and a time-variable transformer bank 131. Noting the (2, 1) term
of (5a) shows that this factorization gives a realization in cascade
lattice farm of a voltage transfer matrix which is passive and
quasi-lossless (after multiplication by 2). Such a synthesis is a
complete generalization of time-invariant all-pass lattice synthesis
to the time-variable case.
With n = 1, now corisider Fig. 2, redrawn as Fig. 3, with N , and
N Z inductors of inductances il(t) and L(t), respectively. Then,
81 and sl are known as [6]

and we calculate from (5b)
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Consequently, for general nanconstant 1, z l2 we have slos. f szos,,
and ~ i 2 mill
~ .have a nansymmetric scattering
(as well as
nansymmetric z). Thus, using a cascade of lattices rrith inductor
and capacitor arms we can obtain a nonreciprocal Zport (without
transformers and gyrators). Intuitively, such a situation can be
justified by considering the lattice as approximating delay. A pulse
first sent into the right-hand section of Fig. 3 will he delayed
differently than one sent into the left-hand section, due to the
time variation of the elements. Consequently, transmission in one
direction differs from that in the other, showing nonreciprocity.
As suggested by Desoer [91, nonreciprocity (without transformers
or gyrators) can be also obtained by modulating a resistance value.

ll<

We.

3.

IIP2

A generally nonreoiprooal 2-port.
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We point out that a constant resistance 1-port constructed as'
lattice e t h nonlinear and time-variable a m has been discussed
by Desoer and Wong [lo], but not with transfer function synthesis
in mind. Although the noncommutativity of time-variable systems
k known [ll], page 395, neither this n u the example of (nonlinear)
modulators preceding or following an I F strip is within the framework of RLC interconnections, as discussed here.
In "mmarY, we have shown how some of the useful properties
of Zport lattices extend to the time-variable n-port ease. However,
not all properties extend and one can obtain nonreciprocity by
cascading two time-variable lattices.
B. D. 0. AND~ILSON
R. W. NEWCOMB
Stanford Electronics Labs.
Stanford, Calif.
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